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Unit 5: Information Technology Infrastructure 

• Information technology (IT) infrastructure represents the shared technology resources that 

provide the platform for the firm’s specific information system applications.  

• IT infrastructure includes investment in hardware, software, and services—such as consulting, 

education, and training—that are shared across the entire firm or across entire business units in 

the firm.  

• A firm’s IT infrastructure provides the foundation for serving customers, working with vendors, 

and managing internal firm business processes. 

 

Defining IT Infrastructure: 

• IT infrastructure consists of a set of physical devices and software applications that are 

required to operate the entire enterprise.  

• But IT infrastructure is also a set of firmwide services budgeted by management and 

comprising both human and technical capabilities.  

• These services include the following: 
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o Computing platforms used to provide computing services that connect employees, 

customers, and suppliers into a coherent digital environment, including large mainframes, 

midrange computers, desktop and laptop computers, and mobile handheld devices. 

o Telecommunications services that provide data, voice, and video connectivity to 

employees, customers, and suppliers. 

o Data management services that store and manage corporate data and provide capabilities 

for analyzing the data. 

o Application software services that provide enterprise-wide capabilities such as enterprise 

resource planning, customer relationship management, supply chain management, and 

knowledge management systems that are shared by all business units. 

o Physical facilities management services that develop and manage the physical 

installations required for computing, telecommunications, and data management services. 

o IT management services that plan and develop the infrastructure, coordinate with the 

business units for IT services, manage accounting for the IT expenditure, and provide 

project management services. 

o IT standards services that provide the firm and its business units with policies that 

determine which information technology will be used, when, and how. 

o IT education services that provide training in system use to employees and offer managers 

training in how to plan for and manage IT investments. 

o IT research and development services that provide the firm with research on potential 

future IT projects and investments that could help the firm differentiate itself in the 

marketplace. 

• This “service platform” perspective makes it easier to understand the business value provided by 

infrastructure investments.  

• For instance, the real business value of a fully loaded personal computer operating at 3 gigahertz 

that costs about $1,000 or a high-speed Internet connection is hard to understand without 

knowing who will use it and how it will be used.  

• When we look at the services provided by these tools, however, their value becomes more 

apparent:  

• The new PC makes it possible for a high-cost employee making $100,000 a year to connect to all 

the company’s major systems and the public Internet.  

• The high-speed Internet service saves this employee about one hour per day in reduced wait time 

for Internet information.  

• Without this PC and Internet connection, the value of this one employee to the firm might be cut 

in half. 

Evolution of IT Infrastructure: 

• The IT infrastructure in organizations today is an outgrowth of over 50 years of evolution in 

computing platforms. There have been five stages in this evolution, each representing a different 

configuration of computing power and infrastructure elements. 

• The five eras are: 

o General-purpose mainframe & Minicomputer computing  

o Personal computers 

o Client/server networks 
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o Enterprise computing 

o Cloud and Mobile computing 

 
• Technologies that characterize one era may also be used in another time period for other 

purposes.  

• For example, some companies still run traditional mainframe systems or use mainframe 

computers as massive servers supporting large Web sites and corporate enterprise applications. 

General-purpose mainframe and minicomputer era (1959 to present): 

• The introduction of the IBM 1401 and 7090 transistorized machines in 1959 marked the beginning 

of widespread commercial use of mainframe computers. 

• In 1965, the mainframe computer truly came into its own with the introduction of the IBM 360 

series.  
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• The 360 was the first commercial computer with a powerful operating system that could provide 

time sharing, multitasking, and virtual memory in more advanced models. IBM has dominated 

mainframe computing from this point on.  

• Mainframe computers became powerful enough to support thousands of online remote terminals 

connected to the centralized mainframe using proprietary communication protocols and 

proprietary data lines. 

• The mainframe era was a period of highly centralized computing under the control of professional 

programmers and systems operators (usually in a corporate data center), with most elements of 

infrastructure provided by a single vendor, the manufacturer of the hardware and the software. 

• This pattern began to change with the introduction of minicomputers produced by Digital 

Equipment Corporation (DEC) in 1965.  

• DEC minicomputers (PDP-11 and later the VAX machines) offered powerful machines at far lower 

prices than IBM mainframes, making possible decentralized computing, customized to the specific 

needs of individual departments or business units rather than time sharing on a single huge 

mainframe.  

• In recent years, the minicomputer has evolved into a midrange computer or midrange server and 

is part of a network. 

 

Personal Computer Era: (1981 to Present) 

• Although the first truly personal computers (PCs) appeared in the 1970s (the Xerox Alto, the MITS 

Altair 8800, and the Apple I and II, to name a few), these machines had only limited distribution 

to computer enthusiasts.  

• The appearance of the IBM PC in 1981 is usually considered the beginning of the PC era because 

this machine was the first to be widely adopted by American businesses.  

• At first using the DOS operating system, a text-based command language, and later the Microsoft 

Windows operating system, the Wintel PC computer (Windows operating system software on a 

computer with an Intel microprocessor) became the standard desktop personal computer.  

• Today, 95 percent of the world’s estimated 1.5 billion computers use the Wintel standard.  

• Proliferation of PCs in the 1980s and early 1990s launched a spate of personal desktop 

productivity software tools—word processors, spreadsheets, electronic presentation software, 
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and small data management programs—that were very valuable to both home and corporate 

users.  

• These PCs were standalone systems until PC operating system software in the 1990s made it 

possible to link them into networks. 

 

Client/Server Era (1983 to Present) 

• In client/server computing, desktop or laptop computers called clients are networked to powerful 

server computers that provide the client computers with a variety of services and capabilities.  

• Computer processing work is split between these two types of machines.  

• The client is the user point of entry, whereas the server typically processes and stores shared data, 

serves up Web pages, or manages network activities.  

• The term “server” refers to both the software application and the physical computer on which 

the network software runs.  

• The server could be a mainframe, but today, server computers typically are more powerful 

versions of personal computers, based on inexpensive chips and often using multiple processors 

in a single computer box. 

• The simplest client/server network consists of a client computer networked to a server computer, 

with processing split between the two types of machines. This is called a two-tiered client/server 

architecture.  

• Whereas simple client/server networks can be found in small businesses, most corporations have 

more complex, multitiered (often called N-tier) client/server architectures in which the work of 

the entire network is balanced over several different levels of servers, depending on the kind of 

service being requested. 
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Enterprise Computing Era (1992 to Present) 

• In the early 1990s, firms turned to networking standards and software tools that could integrate 

disparate networks and applications throughout the firm into an enterprise-wide infrastructure.  

• As the Internet developed into a trusted communications environment after 1995, business firms 

began seriously using the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) networking 

standard to tie their disparate networks together. 

• The resulting IT infrastructure links different pieces of computer hardware and smaller networks 

into an enterprise-wide network so that information can flow freely across the organization and 

between the firm and other organizations.  

• It can link different types of computer hardware, including mainframes, servers, PCs, mobile 

phones, and other handheld devices, and it includes public infrastructures such as the telephone 

system, the Internet, and public network services.  

• The enterprise infrastructure also requires software to link disparate applications and enable data 

to flow freely among different parts of the business, such as enterprise applications and Web 

services. 

Cloud and Mobile Computing Era (2000 to Present) 

• The growing bandwidth power of the Internet has pushed the client/server model one step 

further, towards what is called the “Cloud Computing Model.”  

• Cloud computing refers to a model of computing that provides access to a shared pool of 

computing resources (computers, storage, applications, and services), over a network, often the 

Internet.  

• These “clouds” of computing resources can be accessed on an as-needed basis from any 

connected device and location.  

• Currently, cloud computing is the fastest growing form of computing, with global revenue 

expected to reach close to $89 billion in 2011 and nearly $149 billion by 2014. 

• Thousands or even hundreds of thousands of computers are located in cloud data centers, where 

they can be accessed by desktop computers, laptop computers, netbooks, entertainment centers, 

mobile devices, and other client machines linked to the Internet, with both personal and 

corporate computing increasingly moving to mobile platforms.  

• IBM, HP, Dell, Huawei and Amazon operate huge, scalable cloud computing centers that provide 

computing power, data storage, and high-speed Internet connections to firms that want to 

maintain their IT infrastructures remotely.  

• Software firms such as Google, Microsoft, SAP, Oracle, Alibaba and Salesforce.com sell software 

applications as services delivered over the Internet. 

 

Technology Drivers of Infrastructure Evolution: 

The changes in IT infrastructure have resulted from developments in computer processing, memory chips, 

storage devices, telecommunications and networking hardware and software, and software design that 

have exponentially increased computing power while exponentially reducing costs. 
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Moore’s L aw and Microprocessing Power: 

• Moore ‘s Law states that microprocessing power doubles in every two years. 

• Variations of this law assert that: 

o Microprocessing power doubles in every 18 months 

o Computer power doubles in every 18 months 

o The price of computing falls by half in every 18 months. 

• Perhaps no other law holds as much weight in the evolution of computers as Moore ‘s Law. 

Microprocessor chips using transistors have helped increase computing power exponentially.  

• At the same time packing more transistors into less space has driven down transistor cost 

dramatically as well as the cost of the products in which they are used.  
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• An Intel processor today can contain as many as 1 billion transistors, run at 3.2 GHz and higher, 

deliver over 10,000 MIPS, and can be manufactured in high volumes with transistors that cost less 

than 1/10,000th of a cent. 

• Nanotechnology uses individual atoms and molecules to create computer chips thousands of 

times smaller than current technologies permit.  

• By using nanotechnology, chip manufacturers can even shrink the size of transistors down to the 

width of several atoms.  

• Nanotechnology uses individual atoms and molecules to create computer chips and other devices 

that are thousands of times smaller than current technologies permit.  

• Chip manufacturers are trying to develop a manufacturing process that could produce nanotube 

processors economically. 

The Law of Mass Digital Storage: 

• The Law of Mass Digital Storage states that while the amount of digital information produced 

worldwide doubles every year, the cost of storing digital information is falling at an exponential 

rate.  

• In the early evolution of computing, storage needs were based on written text. Now we need the 

extra storage for photos, music, and video.  

• From 1980 to 1990, hard disk drive capacities for PCs grew at the rate of 25 percent annual 

compound growth, but after 1990, growth accelerated to more than 65 percent each year. 
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Metcalfe’s Law and Network Economics: 

• Metcalfe's Law described the value of a network grows exponentially with each increase in 

membership to the network.  

• Demand for information technology has been driven by the social and business value of digital 

networks, which rapidly multiply the number of actual and potential links among network 

members.  

• If you build a network for ten users, you ‘ll spend the necessary money for the basic equipment. 

If you already have the equipment in place, you can add one more user at nominal costs.  

• However, the additional user will bring value to the network far beyond what it costs to add 

him/her. 

Declining Communications Costs and the Internet: 

• A fourth technology driver transforming IT infrastructure is the rapid decline in the costs of 

communication and the exponential growth in the size of the Internet. An estimated 1.8 billion 

people worldwide now have Internet access (Internet World Stats, 2010).  

• Figure below illustrates the exponentially declining cost of communication both over the Internet 

and over telephone networks (which increasingly are based on the Internet).  

• As communication costs fall toward a very small number and approach 0, utilization of 

communication and computing facilities explodes. 

• To take advantage of the business value associated with the Internet, firms must greatly expand 

their Internet connections, including wireless connectivity, and greatly expand the power of their 

client/server networks, desktop clients, and mobile computing devices.  

• There is every reason to believe these trends will continue. 

 

Standards and Network Effects 

• Technology Standards and specifications establish the compatibility of products and the ability to 

communicate in a network, unleash powerful economies of scale and result in price declines as 

manufacturers focus on products built to a certain standard.  
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• Some of the important standards that have shaped IT infrastructure include ASCII, UNIX, TCP/IP, 

Ethernet, the IBM/Microsoft/Intel Personal Computer, and the World Wide Web. 

 

Infrastructure Components: 

• In the early days of personal computers, the printer you had your eye on may not have worked 

with your brand of computers.  

• You had to buy a scanner built specifically for your computer.  

• You couldn't connect to the Internet unless you had the correct modem for your Internet Service 

Provider.  

• The evolution we are now experiencing is aiming to fix these problems and make computing 

ubiquitous anytime, anywhere. 

• IT infrastructure today is composed of seven major components: Computer Hardware Platforms, 

Operating System Platforms, Enterprise and Other Software Applications, Data Management 

and Storage, Networking and Telecommunications Platforms, Internet Platforms, and Consulting 

and System Integration Services. 

• Figure below illustrates these infrastructure components and the major vendors within each 

component category. These components constitute investments that must be coordinated with 

one another to provide the firm with a coherent infrastructure. 
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Computer Hardware Platforms: 

• This component includes client machines (desktop PCs, mobile computing devices such as 

netbooks and laptops) and server machines. 

• The client machines use primarily Intel or AMD microprocessors. 

• The server market uses mostly Intel or AMD processors in the form of blade servers in racks, but 

also includes Sun SPARC microprocessors and IBM POWER chips specially designed for server use.  

• Blade servers, which we discussed in the chapter-opening case, are ultrathin computers consisting 

of a circuit board with processors, memory, and network connections that are stored in racks. 

• They take up less space than traditional box-based servers.  

• Secondary storage may be provided by a hard drive in each blade server or by external mass-

storage drives. 

• The marketplace for computer hardware has increasingly become concentrated in top firms such 

as IBM, HP, Dell, and Sun Microsystems (acquired by Oracle), and three chip producers: Intel, 

AMD, and IBM.  

• The industry has collectively settled on Intel as the standard processor, with major exceptions in 

the server market for Unix and Linux machines, which might use Sun or IBM Unix processors. 
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• Mainframes have not disappeared. The mainframe market has actually grown steadily over the 

last decade, although the number of providers has dwindled to one: IBM.  

• IBM has also repurposed its mainframe systems so they can be used as giant servers for massive 

enterprise networks and corporate Web sites.  

• A single IBM mainframe can run up to 17,000 instances of Linux or Windows server software and 

is capable of replacing thousands of smaller blade servers. 

Operating System Platforms: 

• In 2010, Microsoft Windows comprises about 75 percent of the server operating system market, 

with 25 percent of corporate servers using some form of the Unix operating system or Linux, an 

inexpensive and robust open source relative of Unix.  

• Microsoft Windows Server is capable of providing enterprise-wide operating system and network 

services, and appeals to organizations seeking Windows-based IT infrastructures. 

• Unix and Linux are scalable, reliable, and much less expensive than mainframe operating systems. 

They can also run on many different types of processors.  

• The major providers of Unix operating systems are IBM, HP, and Sun, each with slightly different 

and partially incompatible versions. 

• At the client level, 90 percent of PCs use some form of Microsoft Windows operating system (such 

as Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Windows Vista, or Windows XP) to manage the resources and activities 

of the computer.  

• However, there is now a much greater variety of operating systems than in the past, with new 

operating systems for computing on handheld mobile digital devices or cloud-connected 

computers.  

• Google’s Chrome OS provides a lightweight operating system for cloud computing using netbooks. 

Programs are not stored on the user’s PC but are used over the Internet and accessed through 

the Chrome Web browser. User data resides on servers across the Internet.  

• Microsoft has introduced the Windows Azure operating system for its cloud services and platform.  

• Android is a mobile operating system developed by Android, Inc. (purchased by Google). 

Enterprise Software Applications: 

• In addition to software for applications used by specific groups or business units, firms use 

software for enterprise applications that are treated as components of IT infrastructure. 

• The largest providers of enterprise application software are SAP and Oracle (which acquired 

PeopleSoft). 

• SAP Software is a centralized enterprise management system, also known as Enterprise Resource 

Planning. The abbreviation of SAP is Systems Applications and Products in Data Processing. 

• Oracle provides enterprise applications such as Oracle Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Oracle 

Customer Experience (CX), Oracle Supply Chain Management (SCM), Oracle Enterprise 

Performance Management (EPM), Oracle Construction and Engineering. 

• Peoplesoft Enterprise is a software suite that provides an enterprise resource planning (ERP) 

solution for businesses and organizations. Unlike many ERP systems, PeopleSoft also allows 

customers to use just a few chosen modules or apps from the software suite.  
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• Microsoft is attempting to move into the lower ends of this market by focusing on small and 

medium sized businesses that have not yet implemented enterprise applications. 

Data Management and Storage: 

• Enterprise database management software is responsible for organizing and managing the firm’s 

data so that they can be efficiently accessed and used. 

• The leading database software providers are IBM (DB2), Oracle, Microsoft (SQL Server), and 

Sybase (Adaptive Server Enterprise), which supply more than 90 percent of the U.S. database 

software marketplace. MySQL is a Linux open-source relational database product now owned by 

Oracle Corporation. 

• With the amount of new digital information in the world growing so rapidly, the market for digital 

data storage devices has been growing at more than 15 percent annually over the last five years. 

• large firms are turning to network-based storage technologies.  

• Storage area networks (SANs) connect multiple storage devices on a separate high-speed network 

dedicated to storage.  

• The SAN creates a large central pool of storage that can be rapidly accessed and shared by multiple 

servers.  

Networking/Telecommunications Platforms: 

• Firms spend on networking and telecommunications hardware and on networking services 

(consisting mainly of telecommunications and telephone company charges for voice lines and 

Internet access).  

• Windows Server is predominantly used as a local area network operating system, followed by 

Linux and Unix. Large enterprise-wide area networks primarily use some variant of Unix.  

• Most local area networks, as well as wide area enterprise networks, use the TCP/IP protocol suite 

as a standard. 

• The leading networking hardware providers are Cisco, Alcatel-Lucent, Nortel, and Juniper 

Networks.  

• Telecommunications platforms are typically provided by telecommunications/telephone services 

companies that offer voice and data connectivity, wide area networking, wireless services, and 

Internet access.  

• Leading telecommunications service vendors include AT&T and Verizon. This market is exploding 

with new providers of cellular wireless, high-speed Internet, and Internet telephone services. 

Internet Platforms: 

• Internet platforms overlap with, and must relate to, the firm’s general networking infrastructure 

and hardware and software platforms.  

• Firms spent annually on Internet-related infrastructure. These expenditures are for hardware, 

software, and management services to support a firm’s Web site, including Web hosting services, 

routers, and cabling or wireless equipment.  

• A Web hosting service maintains a large Web server, or series of servers, and provides fee-paying 

subscribers with space to maintain their Web sites. 
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• The Internet revolution created a great demand in server computers, with many firms collecting 

thousands of small servers to run their Internet operations.  

• Since then, there has been a steady push toward server consolidation, combining and reducing 

the number of server computers by increasing the size and power of each.  

• The Internet hardware server market has become increasingly concentrated in the hands of IBM, 

Dell, and HP/Compaq, as prices have fallen dramatically. 

• The major Web software application development tools and suites are supplied by Microsoft 

(Microsoft Expression Web, SharePoint Designer, and the Microsoft .NET family of development 

tools); Oracle-Sun (Sun’s Java is the most widely used tool for developing interactive Web 

applications on both the server and client sides); and a host of independent software developers, 

including Adobe (Flash and text tools like Acrobat), and Real Media (media software). 

Consulting and System Integration Services 

• Today, even a large firm does not have the staff, the skills, the budget, or the necessary experience 

to deploy and maintain its entire IT infrastructure.  

• Implementing a new infrastructure requires significant changes in business processes and 

procedures, training and education, and software integration.  

• Leading consulting firms providing this expertise include Accenture, IBM Global Services, HP 

Enterprise Services, Infosys, and Wipro Technologies. 

• Software integration means ensuring the new infrastructure works with the firm’s older, so-called 

legacy systems and ensuring the new elements of the infrastructure work with one another.  

• Legacy systems are generally older transaction processing systems created for mainframe 

computers that continue to be used to avoid the high cost of replacing or redesigning them.  

• Replacing these systems is cost prohibitive and generally not necessary if these older systems can 

be integrated into a contemporary infrastructure. 

 

Hardware Platforms and Emerging Technologies: 

• If some of these IT infrastructure components like storage and telecommunications have gotten 

so cheap, why does it seem like companies are spending more and more money on information 

technology?  

• This is because users are demanding better, faster, and easier ways to use computers and more 

ways to communicate with others.  

• Let ‘s discuss some of these hardware technologies that are helping companies meet the growing 

technology demand of employees, customers, suppliers, and business partners. 

The Emerging Mobile Digital Platform 

• Anytime, anywhere, 24/7, 365. That's what computer users now expect.  

• Technology manufacturers are meeting the demand with a host of new communication devices 

like cell phones and smartphones.  

• The newest gadgets on the market are tablets and e-book readers like the Kindle from 

Amazon.com or Barnes & Noble ‘s Nook reader.  
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• Smartphones are getting —well—smarter, and proving more reasons for users to migrate away 

from traditional desktop PC computing.  

• Tablets are miniaturized subnotebooks that are built specifically for wireless communications and 

Internet access. Even though they may be small in size, they still pack a lot of computing power. 

Grid Computing 

• Take a moment and think about how much time you don’t use your personal computer. It's 

actually quite a lot.  

• In fact, most computers are idle more time than not.  

• What if you could combine all the idle time of hundreds or thousands of computers into a 

continuous, connected computing capacity to capture, process, manage, store, and retrieve data?  

• You wouldn't have to purchase mammoth, super computers to realize this capability and capacity. 

• Grid computing is the technique that utilizes the idle computational resources of separate, 

geographically remote computers to create a single virtual supercomputer.  

• In this process, a server computer breaks data and applications into discrete chunks that are 

parceled out to the grid's machines.  

• Three reasons why grid computing is appealing to companies include: 

o Cost savings 

o Computational speed 

o Computational agility (Quickness & Easiness) 

Virtualization and Multicore Processors 

• Virtualization is the process of presenting a set of computing resources (such as computing power 

or data storage) so that they can all be accessed in ways that are not restricted by physical 

configuration or geographic location.  

• Server virtualization enables companies to run more than one operating system at the same time 

on a single machine.  

• Most servers run at just 10 to 15 percent of capacity, and virtualization can boost utilization server 

utilization rates to 70 percent or higher.  

• Here's a list of the benefits businesses enjoy from using virtualization: 

o Increase equipment utilization rates 

o Conserve data center space and energy usage 

o Require fewer computers and servers 

o Combine legacy applications with newer applications 

o Facilitate centralization and consolidation of hardware administration 

• A Multicore processor is an integrated circuit that contains two or more processors.  

• This technology enables two or more processing engines with reduced power requirements and 

heat dissipation to perform tasks faster than a resource-hungry chip with a single processing core. 

Cloud Computing and the Computing Utility 

• Cloud computing is already defined in this chapter. Basically, cloud computing is defined by five 

characteristics:  
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o On-demand self-service: Users can access computing capabilities whenever and wherever 

they are. 

o Ubiquitous network access: No special devices are necessary for accessing data or 

services. 

o Location independent resource pooling: Users don't need to be concerned about where 

the data are stored. 

o Rapid elasticity: Computing resources expand and contract as necessary to serve users. 

o Measured service: Users pay only for the computing capabilities actually used. 

 

Almost any type of computing device can access data and applications from these clouds through three 

types of services: 

• Cloud infrastructure as a service: Allows customers to process and store data, and use 

networking and other resources available from the cloud. 
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• Cloud platform as a service: The service provider offers infrastructure and programming tools to 

customers so they can develop and test applications. 

• Cloud software as a service: The vendor provides software programs on a subscription fee basis. 

Autonomic Computing 

• Autonomic computing is a step toward creating an IT infrastructure that is able to diagnose and 

fix problems with very little human intervention.  

• It is an industry-wide effort to develop systems that can configure, optimize, repair, and protect 

themselves against intruders and viruses, in an effort to free system administrators from routine 

system management, reduce costly system crashes.  

• Today's virus software with automatic virus updates is one example of autonomic computing.  

• Thus, autonomic computing features systems that can: 

o Configure themselves 

o Optimize and tune themselves 

o Heal themselves when broken 

o Protect themselves from intruders and self-destruction 

• Although this type of computing is still rather new, it promises to relieve the burden many 

companies experience in trying to maintain massive, complex IT infrastructures. 

Green Computing 

• Green computing or green IT, refers to practices and technologies for designing, manufacturing, 

using, and disposing of computers, servers, and associated devices such as monitors, printers, 

storage devices, and networking and communications systems to minimize impact on the 

environment. 

• Reducing computer power consumption has been a very high “green” priority.  

• As companies deploy hundreds or thousands of servers, many are spending almost as much on 

electricity to power and cool their systems as they did on purchasing the hardware.  

• The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates that data centers will use more than 2 

percent of all U.S. electrical power by 2011.  

• Information technology is believed to contribute about 2 percent of the world’s greenhouse 

gases.  

• Cutting power consumption in data centers has become both a serious business and 

environmental challenge. 
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